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"The Center for Psychological Services (CPS) of the Rutgers Graduate School of Applied and 
Professional Psychology (GSAPP), in collaboration with the New Jersey Department of Human 
Services’ Division of Mental Health and Addiction Services, Disaster and Terrorism Branch, 
offers this Crisis Counseling Program through a Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA/SAMHSA) grant. This program is brought to you through the New Jersey Hope and 
Healing Crisis Counseling Program."



Time management skills can reduce the mental burden of juggling tasks and 
increase the likelihood that everything gets done. 



Quick Tips

Use a “To-Do” list

Writing tasks down will reduce stress by not 
having to mentally remember 

Prioritize tasks

Rank tasks in order of importance or ones that 
you can do the quickest

Break large tasks into smaller pieces

Big tasks can feel overwhelming, try breaking 
the task into smaller, more manageable pieces 



Your turn! 

Take out a sheet of paper and start writing your to-do list for the week or day! 
Remember you can write your tasks in order of importance and you can break 

large tasks into smaller pieces!



Quick Tips

Limit distractions/Create space 
between you and distractions

Block out time to check your phone/computer, 
leave your phone in another room, use a timer, 

shut your phone off Allow time between tasks

Give yourself a break, create time buffers

Let yourself be less than perfect

Do tasks at an acceptable level and then go 
back and review/fix mistakes



The Pomodoro Technique

1. Choose a task you’d like to get done
2. Set a timer for 25 minutes and commit to it!
3. Work on the task until the timer is up
4. Check off your first “Pomodoro”
5. Take a short break- get coffee, go for a walk
6. Every 4 Pomodoros reward yourself with a longer break



Please feel free to contact us with any inquiries.

NJ Hope and Healing General Contact for Individuals:

Website:  
https://gsapp.rutgers.edu/centers-clinical-services/ccp-fema-samhsa

Email: njhopeandhealing@rutgers.edu

NJ Hope and Healing Frontline Workers Contact:

Email:  femafrontline@gmail.com 

 Follow us on Instagram @njhh_gsappfrontline
  

Contact Us!
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